
Opposition 

 
From: SCOTTY   

Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:32 AM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 
Subject: Our wonderful and respectful biking public 

 

 
I received this week a "TAKE ACTION" Mailing re doing away with yet more parking on 
Cleveland Avenue and am 
absolutely disgusted to hear of these wonderful city plans. 
. 
It is hard enough to get to park near Cecil's Deli now-a-days, that this will totally stop me 
forgoing to this wonderful 
eatery in the future.     It is bad enough that bikers do NOT stop for STOP SIGNS or 
RED LIGHTS as it is but to  
give up more road for them in inconceivable. 
. 
Perhaps we drivers should just sell our cars and leave the roads totally to very rude 
bicyclists; thereby totally doing away 
with the taxes derived from us car drivers.     If only the biking public (who are no doubt 
drivers also) would adhere to 
the rules of the road; perhaps they cold be taxed when you stop us drivers from 
driving????     This Senior would be house- 
bound if I couldn't use my car once in a while, whilst still paying taxes I may add. 
. 
PLEASE do NOT pass this legislation; it would penalize too many of us who have no 
other way to get to places we need to 
get to, or want to get to.    When will the City start on  closing Grand Avenue to 
cars???????? 
Sincerely, 
Scotty Thomson 

 

Councilmember Finney, 

 
I am an avid road biker. In just the past week I've logged over 200 miles - most on our city's streets. I have no problem 

finding relatively safe places to ride. It just takes some common sense and a little pre-planning. One rule of thought is to 

choose roads that are not "swift streets" such as Cretin and Cleveland. Because of the heavy traffic and faster speeds of 

cars and trucks on Cleveland, by designating Cleveland as a "Bikeway" you are going to put bikers at great risk. This just 

is not a good or effective use of my tax dollars - especially if it means limiting access to area businesses by eliminating 

parking. I've been following this issue and think I understand all sides. However, the idea that you are going to increase 

the patronage of a business such as Luci is ridiculous. The thought of my wife and me biking to a nice restaurant shows a 

grave misunderstanding of reality. And how about during inclement weather. As I said - I'm a very active bicyclist. Of 365 

days in the year a large majority are not nearly "weather friendly" in the sense that I would bike to a place of business - be 

it Cecil's, Davanni's, Luci, Sportsman's Barbers, etc. If it's raining - or snowing or freezing - I'm not biking. And I'm 

certainly not riding my bike down Cleveland to head to any shop in Highland Park. 

 



Over the years, as you have taken more and more real estate away from the car drivers, I am feeling and hearing more and 

elevated aggression from drivers. "Back in the day" I could go out and ride 20, 30, 40 miles around Saint Paul and 

Minneapolis and not hear anyone scream, "Get of my road!" or "Ride on the bike lane where you belong!" These days I'm 

hearing it more and more often and with greater hostility. 

 

I'm not exactly sure of the motivation for this. However, I've been to enough City-related meetings (I am a past chair of the 

Business Review Council)  to know that there are a number of staff in the Mayor's office who think Saint Paul should 

model itself after Portland, Oregon - a city with average temperatures well above those of Saint Paul - and to win "best 

bikable city" awards. We have enough accolades.  

 

Let's stop stealing real estate from the drivers and fix the roads and paths that are currently designated bikeways. They are 

a disaster. Don't believe me? Ride with me any morning at 5:30am. I'm just back from a 26 mile route, primarily using 

Saint Paul streets. The East River Road is extremely dangerous to navigate and the recently designated Jefferson Bikeway, 

with its numerous gaping potholes, is treacherous, at best. If you and the promoters of this plan were actually bicyclists 

you would all understand what an implausible strategy this is and what a great misuse of taxpayer dollars all of this will 

continue to be. 

 

Thank you for your consideration and for joining me in opposing the removal of parking on Cleveland Avenue - and for 

not spending money we don't have. 

 

Respectfully, 

Mike 

 

--  

Michael Skillrud 

Saint Paul, MN 

612-750-5885 
 

 

From: DanMaryJoan Murray  

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 3:22 PM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 
Subject: bike lane Cleveland Ave 

 
Chris, 
 
This is Dan Murray, xxxx Berkeley Ave, St Paul. 
 
I am not in favor of Bike lanes that will remove parking on Cleveland Ave in St Paul.   
 
I am very concerned about the "Bike Lobby" and how it seems they are "Social Engineering" our city to be more 
favorable to bikes than cars or businesses that have commercial interests.  The businesses have been here, in many 
cases, for more than one generation, and yet all of a sudden are treated with less importance than bikes and bike 
riders.  
 
I recommend either Finn Ave, Kenneth Ave, Prior Ave, or Fairview [already a striped bike lane] as a better dedicated 
bike lane.  Cleveland is too skinny, too busy, and families and businesses are being ignored in favor of the social 
engineering of the bike lobby.  Please don't vote in favor of taking away parking on Cleveland Ave, and making it an 
official bike lane. 
 
I will make note of your vote, and to be honest, there are many reasons why I am not okay with what's going on in St 
Paul, and will vote for someone else next election if the current leadership, council and mayor, bow to the Bike Lobby. 
I believe the "Real Silent Majority" on this issue does not support the Bike Lobby.  
 
Dan Murray 

 



From: Sonnen, Susan A. 

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 3:35 PM 
To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Cleveland Avenue Plan 

 
Chris, I'm very concerned about the proposed plan for the bike lanes on Cleveland Avenue.   I don't think 

it is a good idea.  It isn't fair to so many residents, students, and businesses that need to have parking 

available on Cleveland. 
  

I live in the neighborhood (on Stanford) and worked at St. Thomas until last year, so I know how 
important parking is along Cleveland to so many people in this area... especially since there is permit-only 

parking on so many side streets already.    
  

Fairview Avenue is much safer for bikers (especially because of the street width and it has turn lanes for 

cars).  Cleveland Avenue is rather narrow, and heavily traveled with cars, especially during rush hour 
times. 

  
Please vote against this plan. 

  

Thank you, 
  

Susan Sonnen 
 

From: florence bittner 
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 6:49 AM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Fw: Failure Notice 

 
On Wednesday, June 17, 2015 6:41 AM, "MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com" <MAILER-
DAEMON@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 
Dear Mr Tolbert, I am writing to cast my vote against the bike lane on Cle= 
veland. I believe its too narrow for the bike lane. the business need the p= 
arking spaces. I had a business on Cleveland and really needed the parking.= 
Put the bike lane on Finn. I know that there stop signs there but the bike= 
rs rarely if ever stop for them anyway. or just re move the signs !! So ple= 
ase vote no and stop pandering to the bikers. 
Florence Bittnerxxxx Wellesley AveSt=C2=A0 Paul 
 
From: Mike Kowski [mailto:cheeseforever2005@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 10:22 PM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 
Subject: Proposed bike lane on Cleveland Avenue 

 

Chris, 
 

I realize this is a last minute note but I did want to express my feelings 
about the proposed addition of dedicated bike lanes on Cleveland Avenue.  

 

As someone who spent more than 10 years in the MnDOT Office of State Aid 
working with numerous jurisdictions within the Metro Area I had multiple 



occasions to deal with this type of situation especially with regard to the 

concept of "complete streets". To quote to former director of our office "not 
all modes on all roads" is the way to think about who uses a roadway 

facility. 
 

There is a need for multiple modes of transportation but that does not mean 
they all belong on every route. In the case of Cleveland Avenue you 

currently have a facility with a very large number of motor vehicles (in 
excess of 10,000 per day) plus mass transit. Adding dedicated bicycle lanes 

will only add to the congestion, it will most likely not cause a decrease in the 
number of motor vehicles using the corridor but it will place slow moving 

(bicycles) in conflict with faster moving (automobiles). 
 

To me this does not make sense when there is a reasonable alternative in 
Finn Avenue. Utilizing Finn as the designated bike route allows for the 

separation of different speed vehicles making both bicyclists and motorists 

safer. The argument that Finn "does not provide a continuous route between 
Ford parkway and Pierce Butler" is to me a secondary concern to overall 

safety of all users. Directing northbound bicyclists to Finn prior to crossing 
Randolph and having them use that route up to the dedicated bike lanes on 

Summit seems a like a reasonable compromise. 
 

Another argument I have heard is "this bike plan was studied for more than 
2 years, if someone had a problem with it they should have already brought 

it up, it's too late to change it now."  We all know that human nature 
dictates most people will NOT examine any sort of plan or proposal until it 

effects them directly. In this instance publishing a bike plan on the City 
website would not necessarily cause someone to think about the 

consequences until it directly impacted them. 
 

Bicycles, automobiles, buses and peds can all coexist  just not on every 

road. 
 

Thank you for your attention. 
 

Mike Kowski 
Mac-Groveland Community Council Transportation Committee member (10 

plus years) 
 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Laura Bordelon 

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 8:51 PM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: bike lanes and small businesses  

 

Dear Councilman Tolbert, 

 

Please consider not eliminating the parking spots on Cleveland Avenue in favor of bike lanes.  The street 

is already narrow, with minimal if any bicycle traffic.  The small businesses that are an important part of 

our neighborhood rely on those limited spots for their customers and their businesses' success.  There 

must be a better route to consider for bicycle traffic.   Bikes already get plenty of preferential treatment.  

Please don't make it even harder for others to travel on city streets.  Thanks for your consideration.   

 

Laura Bordelon 

xxxx Highland Parkway 

Saint Paul, MN 

 

From: garyeichten 

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 6:34 PM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Cleveland Bike Lanes 

 

Council Member Tolbert, 

Please do what you can to stop the proposed bike lane plan on Cleveland Avenue.  It would be grossly 

unfair to businesses along Cleveland and greatly increase congestion. 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Gary and Joann Eichten 

xxxx Berkeley Ave 

 

From: Brian Tennessen [mailto:brian.tennessen@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 5:40 PM 
To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Proposed Cleveland Bike Lane issues 

 

Hello, 

I am writing in regards to the proposed Cleveland Ave. bike lane. 

 

I would like this email to go on record that I don't support this proposal and would encourage 

you and all council members to vote against this proposed re-zoning of Cleveland Ave between 

Randolph and Grand to become narrower and have bike lanes. 

Note that this is coming from someone who is an avid bike rider!  I really feel we already have 

enough north / south routes that are bike friendly through this part of St. Paul (the River Road, 

Fairview Ave.)  Also there are some good residential streets like Prior Ave. and Finn Ave., 

which work well to go North / South through this area. 



Cleveland Ave. is already a pretty narrow street, narrower than Fairview if I'm not mistaken, and 

zoned for businesses, so to further narrow it and steal parking is not a good idea in my opinion. 

 

So for these reasons, let me assert that I think the cost / benefit ratio of this proposal does not add 

up--it would not greatly serve to enhance the community (as I said I feel we have good bike 

routes in place already) and this could prove damaging to local businesses and residents nearby, 

where parking would spill from the more business zoned Cleveland onto nearby residential 

streets. 

Thank you, 

Respectfully, 

Brian Tennessen 

xxxx Wellesley Ave. 

 
From: RACHAEL HUYCK  
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 4:51 PM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul);  

Subject: Bike Lane on Cleveland 

 

Mr. Tolbert, et. al, 

  

My name is Rachael Huyck and I live at xxx Cleveland Ave. South, 2 blocks north of Randolph, 

with my husband and two teenage sons. I want to start by saying that we LIVE here. This is our 

home of 20 years and we are not an occasional biker passing by. This bike lane would disrupt 

our home life very significantly. Like everyone else living in this neighborhood we rely on the 

road in front of our home to park. We do not have a garage, nor do many of our neighbors on 

Cleveland. I park in front of my home to carry in $300 worth of groceries at least every other 

week to feed growing boys. We rely on having our cars parked outside of our window to know 

that they are safe and not being broken into or stolen. We live in the middle of the block. 

Imagine what it would be like to haul the groceries, the sporting equipment, in the dark, in the 

winter, etc. from 200-400 yards away; to not be able to monitor your vehicle, to have nowhere 

to park during snow emergencies, to ask our guests to walk to park 200-400 yards to our home. 

This is our quality of life and we pay a lot of taxes to live in this community.  We already put up 

with a lot of negative aspects living on Cleveland as it is. Furthermore, our neighbors on Juliet 

and Palace also park in front of their own homes, so where are we suppose to park? On the 

corner of Palace and Cleveland there are two business (a salon and a daycare) that use Palace 

down to our alley for their businesses. Again, where are we to park? What if this was your 

home on Cleveland? 

  

I am a biker, a hiker, a kayaker, a yogi, etc. Physical activity and environmental quality of life is 

important to me as well. I'm in complete support of bikers. But as a biker I can tell you, I would 

never choose Cleveland to bike down. This road is already really narrow, really busy and really 

fast, the buses go down Cleveland to connect through Highland Park to the light rail. The road 

will continue to get busier as new development is growing in Highland and the Ford Plant land 



is being developed. This is NOT the place for a bike lane. Finn would work great, or Albert. 

Fairview and the River Road are literally just blocks away and there are already bike lanes there.  

  

I'm also not in support of bullying the businesses along Cleveland. These are businesses that I 

frequent, that clients who are more elderly frequent, and that I believe we need to have in our 

community to be successful and vibrant. I do not want them forced out, or losing business. 

Additionally, what sense does it make to run the bike land down Cleveland only to stop at 

Randolph to have it stop there? 

  

Lastly, I'm extremely frustrated that this kind of project was put in motion and is barreling 

through without prior input from those of us who live here. This is NOT how democracy is 

supposed to work. If you want smart, well educated, community invested individuals living in 

these St. Paul communities you need to listen to us, and not force us out. I'm concerned that 

my voice will not be heard because this plan is already a "done-deal." Those who attended the 

Nativity meeting felt as though that was not a meeting to hear concerns but to just inform us of 

what will happen. If that's the case--shame on you! 

  

I'm unable to attend the City Council Meeting on June 17th. I'm wondering why it was put on 

the agenda for 5:30--is that so the fewest citizens would actually be able attend? Please 

consider this email letter what I would voice had I been able to attend the meeting on 

Wednesday. 

  

Thank you for listening and considering our point of view, 

Rachael, Jon, Mario and Simon Huyck 

 

 
From: Betsy Miller  
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 8:02 AM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Against Cleveland Avenue bike lanes! 

 

Please do not do this! Small businesses are already having a hard time staying open, taking the 

street parking away from them could be the last straw for some. 

Also, there are many other parallel redidential streets with far less traffic...ideal for bikers.  

As a frequent shopper in Highland Park, I request that you stop this ridiculous proposal. Bike 

lanes on Cleveland will be dangerous and detrimental to a special area of Minnesota! 

Thank you, 

Betsy Miller 

 
From: Denise Tennessen [mailto:djaned@yahoo.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 8:51 AM 
To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: plan for Cleveland Ave bike lane 

 

Councilmember Tolbert, 

 



Thank you for your work for the city of Saint Paul, and your consideration in making all forms 

of transportation here more safe and equitable. 

 

As a recreational bicyclist, I appreciate steps being taken to look at ways to make roads safe for 

both cars and bicycles together.  When I heard about the proposed plan for the stretch between 

Randolph and Grand on Cleveland Ave, I immediatley felt concern for how narrow the car lanes 

already are on Cleveland.  With wider lanes and an established bike lane close by on Fairview 

Ave, and another close established bike lane and a bike path off-road along the Mississippi river, 

this proposed Cleveland Ave bike lane from Grand to Randolph seems like a superfluous move, 

and an unsafe one at that.  Who will be served by this bike lane?  Running such a short distance 

(only Randolph to Grand) seems like a change that might encourage a few college students to 

bike between Saint Thomas and Saint Catherine's, but that can't be a huge number of people on a 

daily basis.  Bicycle commuters and those who bike for fitness will want a longer stretch of 

north-south roadway, which is easily found closeby along the River Road and on Fairview; 

again, with safer space available for both cars and bicyclists.  Is there some kind of quota that 

cities are supposed to meet for increasing bike lane availability?  This tiny stretch of proposed 

bike path seems like a quick bandaid fix for some reason, as though this is an attempt to pacify 

some group or some regulation.  I forsee this plan increasing traffic congestion, confusion, and 

injury; not alleviating it in any way.  For the good of people who live in this area, as well as for 

those who are just passing through, this plan does not make sense. 

 

This email is being written so I can go on record opposing the proposed bicycle lane running 

from Randolph to Grand Ave on Cleveland Ave in Saint Paul. 

 

Again, thank you for the work you do for our city, and for taking the time to read my concern. 

 

Denise Tennessen 

xxxx Wellesley Ave 

Saint Paul, MN  55105 

 

  



From: Brennan, Jerry  

Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:19 AM 
To: #CI-StPaul_Ward3 

Cc:  
Subject: Cleveland Ave Bike lane needs serious study; dangerous as proposed 

Importance: High 

 

Dear Councilman Tolbert, 

 

I am a St. Paul resident and property tax payer. 

 

I support your amendment to set the plans for a bike lane on Cleveland Avenue aside for 

further study. 

As Cleveland Avenue is already too narrow for the level of traffic that it carries, a bike lane 

would be  

dangerous for all involved  

 

It is also very problematic for Cleveland Ave residents; impacts their parking in front of 

their homes 

and even more negative for businesses on Cleveland Avenue as it discourages patrons from 

doing 

business. 

 

I am no anti-bike lane but to add a bike lane to Cleveland Avenue as it exists today. 

 

Thanks for accepting my feedback. 

 

Jerry Brennan 

xxxx Fairmount Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 55105 

 
From: Jean Wright  
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:53 AM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 
Subject: Cleveland Ave Bike Lane 

 

Dear Mr Tolbert, 

As a resident of Mac/Groveland, I object to the placement of bike lanes on Cleveland Ave.  I 

believe both the business community and the residential community would be better served by 

placing the lane on Finn, away from automobile traffic. 

 

Please do not let the businesses and residents on Cleveland suffer because bicycles want the 

space when they can move a block west.   

Thank you, 

 

Jean Wright 

xxxx St Clair Ave. 

St Paul, MN  55105 



From: Traeger, Roger J [mailto:roger.j.traeger@lmco.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:57 AM 
To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Cc: news@macgroveland.com; ARoger Traeger (rgtrag@gmail.com) 
Subject: Cleveland Biking 

 

Chris, 

This letter is in regard to the proposal to remove parking rights for small businesses along 

Cleveland Avenue in favor of bicyclists. 

 

Our country’s lifestyle is extremely biased toward fast/hassle free convenience and business 

must provide it or they will struggle and/or perish. 

The long established businesses along Cleveland need convenient parking to survive. 

 

We all know that Ramsey/St Paul loves to tax, and business are their beholden target of love. 

Why do you want to punish these business in favor of seasonal bicycles who are not even 

required to pay a license fee? 

Bicycles can easily, conveniently, move to quieter streets parallel to Cleveland which are 

inherently safer and parking would not need to be adjusted. 

 

We do not need a bike ‘route’ up Cleveland, riders will find their way north or south without a 

designated route. 

I know there is a faction that wants to show the city is bike friendly and has dedicated roads, 

that’s fine, but narrow, busy Cleveland is not the avenue to use. 

 

As a government officer you should not cripple the hand that feeds you. 

 

                                        

Roger Traeger 

xxxx Wellesley Av 

Saint Pauls, MN   55105 

 

From: Menssen, Sandra L.  

Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:06 AM 

To: Tolbert, Chris (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Cleveland Ave. parking / bike lanes 

 

Dear Councilmember Tolbert, 

 

I'm opposed to removing the parking on Cleveland between Grand and Rudolph (to add bike 

lanes). 

 

I'm a long-time resident of the area, and a bike-rider — but there are plenty of bike lanes 

nearby, and businesses and customers of the businesses on Cleveland need the parking space. 

It would be a terrible thing for the neighborhood if some of the small businesses in the area had 

to close. 



 

So I hope you vote "no" on the proposal. 

 

Thank you, 

Sandra Menssen 

xxxx Grand Ave.  

St. Paul, MN 55105 

 

Phone message from Shelley Jensen, xxxx Randolph  She is with Tolbert on his vote on 

Cleveland.  She believes that the City shouldn’t do anything that takes away parking in the 

neighborhood.   

 

It is a good idea to put it on Finn.   

 

She does not agree with the proposal to put it on Prior for 3 reasons: 

1) There are bump outs on Prior. 

2) Nativity School is there and they have lots of school buses and kids. 

3) It is too close to other bike paths.   

 

She wanted to emphasize that it should not go on Prior. 
 

 

Tibor Gallo called in opposition to the Cleveland bike lane.  He believes bike lanes are very 

important, but because it would limit access to Cleveland Ave businesses, and can’t support 

it.  He’s elderly now and can’t ride a bike – he avoids the Midway area because of the light 

rail/congestion that’s caused.  He did make it to the book store at the corner of Snelling and 

University but ended up parking blocks away and it was difficult.  He lives in Ward 3, and again 

wants you to know he supports bike lanes, just not the one on Cleveland.  

 

 







































































































































































































































Dear Council Member Tolbert, 

 

I am a: 

> 42+ year resident of Macalester Groveland 

>> 26+ year commuter user of Cleveland Ave to Shoreview (via Transfer Road, Pierce Butler & Snelling) 

>>> 10+ year Representative of Grid 9 (Cleveland-Cretin, Randolph-St. Clair) of Macalester/Groveland 

Community Council 

 

I strongly support your efforts to delay implementation of dedicated bike lanes on Cleveland Avenue 

(a minor bikeway per the Bike Plan) with just a mill and overlay as it is not appropriate at this time. 

 

I find support lacking from: 

> owners/residents of 64 houses (addresses xx or xxx Cleveland) whose primary on-street parking is 

Cleveland Avenue 

>> a house of worship whose members ability to attend services will be impacted by parking elimination 

on Cleveland Avenue 

>>> small businesses (especially a Child Day Care Center whose Cleveland Ave address and fenced 

playground offer the best alternative for drop off/pickup of children is Cleveland Avenue, an older 

business building whose MAJOR parking is Cleveland Avenue and other businesses who report on-going 

challenges with parking and their operations) 

>>>> non-Cleveland Avenue owners/residents whose streets abut Cleveland and concerns about the 

impact of their on-street parking should parking be eliminated on Cleveland between Randolph and 

Summit. 

>>>>> My fellow MGCC Grid 2 Representative (St. Clair to Summit) - his and my Grids represent the 

majority of residential Cleveland addresses impacted by the proposed parking elimination. 

 

I strongly support your proposed delay of Cleveland Avenue Bike Lanes because: 

> when I voted to support the Bike Plan at MGCC Directors meeting, I was assured that implementation 

of Cleveland Avenue would only take place AFTER rigorous and extensive public discussion with those 

impacted would take place...I believe that has NOT taken place and alternatives have not been 

adequately explored 

>> of the need to have a 'full review' of the Minor Bikeway of Cleveland Avenue from Ford Parkway to 

University Avenue to ensure that the safest, most desirable route for all bikers (power users, 

recreational, commuter, family) is implemented.  The current route is predominated by a narrow street 

built decades/a century ago and crosses 5 sets of railroad tracks (not counting the Green Line) at the 

University end.  Review of the other Minor Bikeway, Prior Avenue, that runs north of Summit to Pierce 

Butler - its implementation included bike lanes where the street was wide enough (or re-built) or shared 

riding where the street was narrow may be helpful. 

 

I have attached 2 files (Grid 2 & Grid 9) that provide a visual of the number of residences and other 

structures on the west side of Cleveland from Randolph to Summit....please scroll down to Page 2 of 

each for viewing. 



 

Thanks for your support of a SAFE multi-modal transit City. 

-Leo 

 

Leo Viktora  

MGCC Director - Grid 9, 

   & WSNAC Representative 



Grid 2 



 



Grid 2 Representative: Marc Manderscheid 

 



Grid 9 



 



Grid 9 Representative: Leo Viktora 
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